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.. 
Shortly after the Second World War a new movement developed in 

the philosophy of prison !ll.9.nagement. The movement was an Itenlighten

ment lt in which the emphasis wa.s shifted from punishment to reform and 

rehabilitation" The traditional retribution theories, "an eye for an 

eye, It were replaced by rational and utilitarian ·Cih~ories oriented toward 

making the criminal a better citizen. "Prisons lt beoame lIoorreutional 

institutions," ltprograms lf were introduced which were designed to help 

the prisoners learn new vocations and new attitudes. Social science 

techniques were applied to measure the results in terms of recidivism, 

the re-entry of the crimlr~l into the justice syavem afte~ rel~se from 

prison. Two decades later the evidence had accumulated and a verdict 

was pronounoed. Prison "programs It do not worke Correctional institu

tions do not correct~ Rehabilitati?n programs do not rehabilitate. 

And reform schools do not reform. By all measures the general conclusion 

drawn had reached a level of consensus. RecidiVism rates are not 

noticably effected by prison programs. 

A second stage in this Itenlightenment't bega.n almost simultaneollsly 

with the first, but was fully two decades behind the fi=st stage :tn. 

public recognition and wide application. This second stage was the 

development of Itcommunity-based" oorrections, and it gained support as 

evidence grew that the fil·st stage had failed. While applicable to 

adults and juveniles, public acceptance has allowed for the growth of 

juvenile programs in the community- a.t a much more .!'a.pid rate than it 

has done so for adult criminals·. 
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In 1952 the first application of community based treatment for a 

small group of delinquents was con8tructed in the Highfields experiment 

in New Jersey (McCorkle, 1958), followed by other such experiments as 

Collegefields in New Jersey (Pilnick, 1967), Silverlake in Los Angeles 

(Empey, 1971), and Provo in Utah (Empey, 1972). Community-based 

corrections has taken a variety of forms, including the traditional 

probation and parole programs, half-way houses, drug addiction clinics, 

alcohol treatment centers, work-release programs and group homes. 

Details of each program are naturally extremely diverse, but there 

is one thing which they all share. That is the emphasis on "conummity.1I 

This one feature suggests that a shift has taken place which might be 

characterized as the change from IIpsychological-medical ll model to a 

II sociological-integra tionll modeL Treatment programs ¥Ti thi!:'l the prison 
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walls called upon the skills of persons trained in schools of psychology: 

behaviorists, clinical psychologists, reality therapists and psychoanalists. -
The key professional in community based programs is more likely to be a 

social worker, and the program design calls more upon sociological than 

upon psychological terminology. If the prison is the epitome of life 

in a bureaucl·atic machine (Gesellschaft-type environmeu·t characte:cbed 

by Itaffectively-neutraltt relationships), programs in the community- are 

certainly closer to the Gemeinschaft- llaffactive lt model. 

In this paper I \fant to deal with group homes and their relationship 

to the community. Group homes are attractive to those who v!;ish to de-

institutionalize correctional programs because they allow for supervision 

of persons caneht in the ilnet" of the ju.st:t.oe system~ bu.t in the context 



of a small group within the community and in a "home environment.tt 

Group homes have been used particularly for juvenile delinquents, 

status offenders and pre-delinquents. 

The growth of the group home movement has been nothing short of 

phenomenal in the United States. Since the State of Minnesota created 

the first group home program for juvenile delinquents in 1965, they 

have been adopted in at least 37 States and in Puerto Rico. Today 

there are more than 900 group homes in the United states, with about 

225 in Ms.ssachusetts alonee The group home Itmovementn has been par-

ticularly stimulated by the liseed moneyli provided ~oy the Omnibus Orime 

Control and Sate Streets Act of 1965 and the Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Pr6vention Act of 1974, and by the requirement in the 1974 

Act that monS,1 provided to the states be contingent upon the deinsti-

tutionalization of Itstatus offenders. It 1-1oney provided by these two 

Acts of Oongress and channeled through IIState Flanning Agencies" in 

ever.y State and Territory gave the financial support necessary for the 

creation of most of the group home programs throughout the nation, 

although today the I!seed moneyll is being lolithdrawn and continuation of 

such programs must now be the responsibility of state and local agents. 

This paper grows out of a study of more than eighty group home 

reports and evaluation papers written,. for the meat part, for the several 

state planning agencies administering LEA! (Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration) funds, over the first seven years of this decade~ In this 

paper I want to share with the reader the issues raised and the an~era 

sought -- or tentatively found, ... - by the authors of those eighty-plus 

papers, and I want to argue fer an Uintegration model ll for group home 

operation. 
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The" issues are as follows: 1) what is a cOlllIUunity-based 

group home? 2) should the delinquent or status offender be kept in 

his own community? 3) what has been the experience of group homes with 

community resistance? 4) what has been the experience of the group 

homes wj.th community support? and 5) how can resistance be neutralize~ 

and support be built? 

What is a community-based groun hom~? The issue here is the term 

" community 0 It 

The concept of community basedness presents problems. 
There appears to be no clear definition as to what consti
tutes a comraunity based facility other than that the facility 
not be on the grounds of a state institution and that clients 
not be locked in. It may be of little value to place a youth 
in a "community based facilityll if all of the youth's time 
must be aocounted for and he/she has relatively little contact 
\-lith the community. nso, the very term "community based lt may 
be somewhat of a misnomer because the youth may live in =- and 
hopefully be Ilrehabilitated" in -- a ifcoDlt-aunityll far different 
from that to which he/she will return. (Delaware, 1977, 10-11) 

I begin with this issue because it raises questions very much related to 

the strategies which go into the development of a group home e This is 

the deepest of all the issues raised~ I believe: for to answer this 

question we must first decide what it is we are trying to do, and \olhat 

it is that we are not trying to do. 

I believe that the model for community based corrections must be 

that of integrati~, or re-integration. Community based corrections 

oalIDot be a panacea, and it is certainly not. appropriate for all 

youngsters. But it Bgems like a place to begin when dealing with those 

young persons l-Iho have e:JI.-perienced "disintegration, n who are not lIat 

oneil with their oomm\lnity~ who are a.lienated from the institutions, the 

persons of power and authQrity, the folkways and mores of the community. 
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A community is not a medical treatment, although "treatment" 

terminology permeated nearly every report on group homes included in 

th:l.s study 0 The task is not to administer a treatment ( the National 

Council on Crime and Delinquency listed ten treatment models commonly 

used in group homes (NeCO, Maryland Report 1974, pp 109ff}), but to 

assist the young man or young ",roman to find his lIay ba.ck into the 

community, to find his place in it :!.n such 8, way that he is able to 

keep clear of the long arm of the Law ~ If integration is taken as the 

model for group home efficacy, we can straighten out our anSl-lOrS to 

several of the questions which follow. 

A community based group home, then, is one in which there is 

a healthy int~raction betwoen the group home and the corr~unity and 

uhere children who hf:~ve II fall en outll with that communi't.y are brought 

:1ack into its bu~som: ?-re able to find a place vlithin that community 

in which they fit--to their own satisfaction and to that of the 

communitYe Having set down this definition, let us proceed to the 

remaining issues. 

Sbould the delinqu8At or ~~ty§_ of-fender be~~J1ts own 

Q9mmuni~ This question is implicit in the statement citetl above from 

the Delm-lare report. It was dealt lilith directly by onlyons report, and 

there only in a brief lfaY. The report of the West Virg:l.l1:l.a. Governor~s 

Committee on Crime, Delinquency and Corrections raised this question and 

sought to approach the answer by comparing recidivi~m rates of residents 

of group homes whose natural home is located in tho ~ame county as the 

group home with residents who live in a.noi:.her county • 

. -- ,:,. 
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Four group homes were used in the study. Admitting that this 

small study was livery unrnethodological and non-scientific," the method 

is interesting, and suggests the possibility of further research. The 

results were as follo\<1s: 

Residence Recidivism Rates 

IILo08.1" (N "" 36) 68% 

nl!~oreign" (N == 42) 79% 

No tests of significance ,,,ere reported. (vlest Virginia, 1977, p. 15) 

Certainly it would be a happy finding if it could be shown that 

recidivism ratas ~cre lC\-!er when the child was kept, within his own local 

cow~unity while living in a group home. Using the integration model for 

group home operation, howe-vel', I believe that it is possible to arfflJ.e 

f~r keeping the child in his/her own oommunity even it it cannot be 

shown that this reduces recidivism rates (alas: if we should wait now 

for guidance from reoidivism rates -- I do not know where we would be 

at all!). 

Certainly we know that the child taken to another community cannott 

by definition, be reintegrated into his own community through the group 

home. And if this is true I must ask again, what are we trying to do 

in the community at all? Is not an alien community another form of 

assylum? And if \ole send the child to a foreign community, do we not fall 

back upon a "treatment" model of corrections, expecting a dose of peni-

cillin to cure the patient so that he can return and walk among us? 
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What has been the expeyience of groq~ homes with communitz 

resistance? Like creating ar~ new organization or agency, starting a 

group home is a difficult undertaking. Its place within the system 

of existing social agencies must be established, property purchased or 

leased, local officials must be convinced of the idea (the judge must 

be willing to commit offenders to the home), legal regulations must be 

dealt with (fire regulations, health and safety requirements, local 

school requirements, welfare regulations, state and local funding 

regulations must be met), financial resources must be found, and the 

community and specific neighborhood within which the group home is to 

be located must be dealt with. Usually the last of those tasks is the 

mosti difficult& 

In Rhode Island eight of the fourteen group homes which had been 

attempted in the state experienced neighborhood resistance. In several 

cases that resistance had been sufficient to prevent the creation of the 

group homes. During the summer of 1973 a team of students, sponsored by 

the National Science Foundation, studied neighborhooC: resistance as 

experienced by those fourteen ~roup homes. In that report one reads, 

It is generally acknowledged that 'che largest problem 
encounterea by those satting up group homes is community 
resistance •••• Resistance is troublesome for group ~omes 
in the process of establishment because residents have the 
power to reject a group home. - Resistance manifested through 
looal channels, public pressure, or personal influence may 
affect zoning hearings, fire and building inspec~i6ns, and 
sale or rental o.r a house or may, in itself, discourage the 
organizer.s enough to give up the attempt. 

A home that does become established {in spite of community 
resistance) can find the effectiveness of its program diminished. 
Communi ty hostillty ~oward the group home I1l8.y be tranSlated into 
resentment toward the children in the home and, as a result, 
preclude the development of l:t supportive atmosphere which ma:.r 
be desired by' the home. (Jones, 1974, pp 2-3) 

---, 
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Neighborhood resistance was a problem in other states as well. 

In New Jersey ten of the eighteen group homes surveyed in the 1977 

report had experien.ced such resistance. (Shostack, 1977, pp 30-]1) 

The most common obstacle was neighborhood oPposition •• 0 

Neighbors were said to fear that residents of the home would 
be delinquents, attract undesirables to the neighborhood, and 
be a bad influence on local childreno In a couple of cases 
neighbors were concerned about the introduction of Black 
youngsters into the area. At least one home was picketed. 
several were involved in court or political battles. Three 
homes reportQd that they had to give in to local pressures and 
move to different locations. 

Zonil1g regulations were the primary legal weapon used by 
opponents of the homes. They contended that the group homes 
were being located improperly in areas zoned for single family 
dwellings or non-institutional uses. The operators, on the 
other hand, generally felt that group homes should be placsd 
ina wholesome family neighborhood. They were reluctant to 
locate in remote, "vransient, 01" business neighborhoods la.cking 
schools, recreational facilities, and opportunities for 
informal interaction with non-institutionalized young people. 

The difficulty in getting the foot in the door led the author of 

the Illinois report of 1972 to ask 

If the community resists community corrections, can the state 
camouflage its real intentions and operate for a period of time 
without publid.ty or community relations until the neighborhood 
accepts the presence of the programs? (Illinois, 1972, p. 3) 

In a study of many factors which seem related to community resistance, 

the Rhode Island study, using a multiple regression, found that the 

following characteristics tend to be present in neighborhoods which give 

the greatest resistance to group home entry. Resistance communities are 

characterized by a high percentage of married persons, homeowners, car 

owners, persons with good educations, persons who have children, who have 

lived in the neighborhood for a long time, who feel a sense of pride in 

their neighborhood, who feel a sense ci,t' effica.cy in terms of community 
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decisions, who feel that their neighborhood is peaceful and orderly, 

and who feel that a group home would be a menace to their neighborhood. 

In other 1:10rds, unfortunately, those neighborhoods which are most 

characterized by the very qualities used to describe "community" in 

sociological terms (Gemeinschaft, affectivity, diffuse obligations, 

role or status ascrlption~ orientation toward the collectivity) mal put 

up the greatest resistance to community-based group homes. 

Hhat h<a1i.. been the exPerience of the €Croup homes with commUl1~t.z 

s~nnort? Here I must begin with my own experience, for as a member of 

the incorporating committee which founded the New Dawn Youth Center in 

Upshur County, west Virg~nia, I watched a team of tb~ee young persons 

(not yet graduated from college when they began) build the support or 

a small Appalachian community and together led that community in the 

development of one of the fj~st group homes in West Virginia. From 

October, 1973, until the doors opened to the first client in August, 

1974, Nancy Wolfe and Glenn and Kathy Smith sold a strange idea to the 

community leaders. Now I knorl that they violated almost every rule 

for creating a group home. Their were '000 young, they looked like 

"hippies" with their long hair and beard, and they were supported by 

no parent organization. They did not Ilsneakll or use "10 w profile," but 

through commitment and dedication to an idea, and with an investment of 

money which came from their mfll personal resources, they won the support 

of the people of Buckhannon. (See Warner, 1976) 

The group home reports tell more stories of community support than 

of community resistance. A letter £rom the Montana Board of Crime 

Control reports: 

N_ 
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For the most part communities have not violently resisted 
the group home effort. Some communities have responded with 
tremendous degrees of support. I believe this is directly 
related to the fact that, the local non-profit. board consists 
of community members and for the most part there is a great 
deal of community O\mership in the group homes. 
(Nelson, letter of Dec. 28, 1977) 

Support was gained in Georgia, at the DeKalb/Clayton Girls Group 

Home.and at the DeKalb/Clayton Boys Group Home o 

Community organizations, neighbors and local merchants have 
provided financial assistance to the ilome, including buying 
a pump for the pool, fixing the sewing machine and outfitting 
the kitchen. The local mental health clinic, Vocational 
Rehabilitation, the Fouh~ling organization and the Social 
Security P~ministration have helped with individual problems. 
Planned Parenthood educational programs and materials have been 
used extensively. (Georgia, DeKalb Girls, 197?~ p~ Lt.) 

The group home staff have developed a ve~ good working 
relationship with DeKalb Technical School and ~ith the public 
school systeme • •• The group home's relationship vlith the 
local public schools has been very productive. The schools 
have cooperated ldth the group horne in terms of placement and 
supervision of the youth. • • • Community organizations such 
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as the ~otary Club and the local CB Club have been very 
supportive of the group home and have made numerous contributions 
of both material items and services. • • • The staff has been 
active in speaking to community groups about their progra.m and 
what parents can do to prevent delinquency within their own 
families. (Georgia, DeKalb Boys, J977~ p. 2) 

Conmmluties have been more than supportive. They have been respon-

sible for the creation of group homes. This is particularly il:ustrated 

in the story of the Attention Home in Cheyenne, Wyoming. Planning for 

Attention Home began with a special community activities committ~e of the 

XJWC Federated Women's Group early in 1973. By Hay of that year the 

committee decided to recommend it to the larger group, and the incorpora.-

tiOll papers were f.iled in July of' that year. Shortly thereafter plans 

were implemented to develop bylaws~ procedures, f'inancial plans: and t.o 

secure houseparents and an adequate residence. 



----~~----,--------:----------------------

Under the s~onsorship of the Women1s Group a house was purchased in 

January, 1974, and a support grant of t6000 was provided to move the 

project forward. Two requests for aid from the Wyoming Governor's 

Committee on Criminal Administration were turned down, but the Rocky 

Mountain Synod of the Lutheran Church of Amer.ica provided a grant of 

t65000 to remodel the house, and between July 1 and September 15, largely 

due to many hours of voluntary labor, construction was completed. In all 

some tl<TO thousand voluntc;er hours \fere donated and approximately.514,000 

W€1re raised. The residence Has officially opened on November 22, 1974. 

The LEPJL grant was awarded after the home was officially opened. 

( vlyoming , 1977 ) 

Three reports from New Hampshire tell of community support. 

An integral component of the Friendship House LVancheste~ 
is community involvement. Considering the poor relationship that 
the previous group home had established in the community, this 
aspect of the program was most important. The residents are 
ali-Ia.ys available to assist in cOlilnluni ty affairs.. They have OIl. 

numerous occasions helped the local church officials, the 
elderly, non-profit organizations, and the local neighbors. A 
great deal of goodwill has been fostered, and continued su~port 
from the cormnunity is being demonstrated. (Clark, 1977, 5) 

The Exeter Group Home in Stratham, N.H., had community support .. 

Through donations from ,the Rotary Club and Stratham townspeople, 
the upstairs hallway and bedrooms have been carpeted. (~ason, 
1976, 6) 

And there was community support for the creation of the Dover Odyssey 

House in Dover. 

The Dover Program was welcomed with enthusiastic support by the 
town fathers and important political figures of the town of Dover. 
Even a cursory examination of the grant application will reveal a 
battery of letters that were supplied by irr~ortant people in th~ 
Dover cOIlh;,Llni ty w'elcoming and urging the Crime Commission to 
support the Dovor program. (Gabriel, 1977, 3) 
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-----.----------------------<-----

Now what have we got? I started out reporting community resistance, 

with an analysis of the kinds of communities which put up the greatest 

resistance, and followed that with a series of reports which demonstr~ted 

strong support from communities which, ostensibly, fit the pattern 

(suggested in the Rhode Island study) of community-type which should be 

expected to resi~i the establishment of group homes. The communities 

reported in the West Virginia, Wyoming, Georgia and New Hampshire studies 

seem to me to be just the sort of communities predicted, by the Rhode 

Island Study (Jones, 1974), to be most likely to resist group homes~ Yet 

these group home projects W'srr.3 not concerned ,>,ith neutralizing resistance 

but with mobilizing community support. 

I suggest, tentatively, that there may be a radically different 

experience in establishing group homes in urban areas (Eastern Seaboard 

metropolitan states) when. compared with that same procedure in rural 

areas, even when the group home is es"t-abIished in a relatively large 

town br small city (Cheyenne or Vanchester). I will discuss this further 

at the end of this paper. 

Community yes, neighborhood no! There is yet another insight which 

grows out of the group home studies. It is well stated in the League 

of Women Voterst pamphlet on group homes, and in the Rhode Island study. 

Almost everybody believes in group homes, provided they are 
located in another neighborhood. (L~N, 1974, 1) 

Although people respond favorably to the idea of a group home 
on the conceptual level, without some p~rsuasion, very few 
react favorably to the establishment of a group home in their 
neighborhood. (Jones, 1974, 160) 
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We find two very separate tasks involved in creating ties to the 

community. The first is to sell the idea to the community leaders. The 

second task is to sell it to the people Who must live next door to the 

group home. The first task is usually manageable. The second task can 

be impossible. This problem is illustrated in the Chatham Group Home 

Report (Georgia, 1977). 

The Group Home has been very successful in gaining support 
from fraternc.).l organizations and buoinessmen. These have 
donated furniture, records, tickets~ and money to the home. 
• •• The Savannah Braves donate season tickets for their 
games, and free tickets are given to the home for movies 
and rock concerts. • • LYe~7 the group home has been located 
in inadequ.ately maintained house::; in the Central cit.r because 
of the un:willingness of residents in the other neighborhoous 
to accept a Group Home. 

The Rhodo Island report lists the most common complaints which 

neighbors voice in opposing a group homeo Neighbors complain because 

they feel that their neighborhood IIbecomes a dumping ground :lOl' the 

cityt s problems, II that the group home \-rill lower property values, lower 

the stability of the neighborhood, increase crime in the area, that the 

group home will be a negative influence on the children, and that it will 

disturb the peace. Racially homogeneous communJ;'ies fear that the group 

home will bring non-Whites into the neighborhood, and the parents of a 

neighborhood often doubt that the grbup home staf£, particularly if they 

are young, will be able to guide the children properly. At times they 

complain because the staff members look like II hippies ,It and if the group 

home property is not properly kept up, neighbors complain on this account. 

(Jones, 1974~ 171) 
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Many of these complaints are valid complaints, and members of a 

stable neighborhood rightly are concerned with any threat to the values 

which they hold and which make the neighborhood desirable for the location 

of a group home in th.e first plE!-ce.. The sta.ff of a group home must take 

care not to seem callous to neighborhood concerns~ The racial issue is 

a difficult issue and must be met head on. The laws of the Nation and 

the States support racially inclusive neighborhoodso But care must be 

taken that the group home does not, in fact, create unnecessary problems 

for the neighborhood, not only because the neighbors have pO\Oler, in many 

cases, to force the group home to leave, but because without the support 

and positive involvement of good neighbors B. grout! home is not a commun

ity based nroqratn at all. but_simplv another_B;~wlum isolated from tw 

l,!orld which has. in the first place. alienated the child. If the task 

of a group home is to reintegrate children into the community, this 

calrrlot be done without the support of good neighbors. 

Again this supports the view that the children should live~ as much 

.14 

as possible, in a group home in their own neighborhood. This may suggest 

that the group home should not necessarily seek a middle class neighborhood, 

particularly when the children to be placed come from lower class neigh

borhoods. ~%en the group home is located near the neighborhood from which 

such children have been drawn, no onw can complain that problems are imported 

or that their presence lowers property values, etc. But more important than 

these complaints, the reintegration takes place where the children live. 



How can resistance be neutralized and support be built? 

The first duty of a prospective /group home/ director is 
to identify a problem. This means literally hours spent 
talking to community people as t.o hov.r they view the problem 
of the offender returning to their own community. This 
sex"Ves two purposes. One, it includes the community in the 
"pre-planning II stage and two, it identifies areas of 
support and direction within the community. Community 
people should be afforded the opportunity to have real 
input into the type of programs they ,vill have to live with 
and may eventually support. This process additionally can 
act as a "recruitment" perlod for prospective members for 
the board of directors or volunteers. (V~ine II, 1976, IV 1-2) 

Of'ten the communi.ty presents a problem in accepting a group 
home. Since this is a neto[ idea they really don't knml "That 
to expect. Their first impression is that IIcrimina1s" will 
be in their neighborhood. Also since group homes are not 
prejudiced, blacks and whites will bs living together. This 
leads to social interaction and many people still consider 
this taboo. These problems are being dealt with in various 
ways~ In one case an opposing citizen was asked to join the 
Advisory Board. After he realized that the group homes 
would not create any unusual conditions his suspicion, and 
the suspicions of other neighbors, ,,,ere expe11edc This is 
a new idea and it will take tiate ::or the community to realize 
it's benefits and it's lack of threat to them. (North 
Carolina, 1976, 53) 

The problems related to neighborhood resistance and the importance 

of b~ilding community support have been the research topic of two recent 

studies in Ne~T England. The first study was conducted under a grant from 

the Massachusetts Governor's Committee on Law Enforcement and Administra-

tion and Criminal Justice, and was published first in 1973 (Coates), and 

in a revised version in 1977 (Coates). That study compared three commun-

ities into which a group home had successfully been established with 

three communities in which the efforts to establish a group home had 

failoo.. 
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The second study, mentioned above, was the student-originated 

project at Brown University, a comparison of eight communities which 

had resisted the attempts, in some cases successfully, to establish 

a group home with six communities which offered little or no resis

tance. (J-ones, 1974) The two studies are complementary, and i:.he 

results support each other. There were no contradictions in the 

two reports, and the main results of those two studies will therefore 

be presented here together, without distinguishing which report, if 

not both, came to which conclusion. I will present the results of 

the two studies in the form of guidelines for successful work in the 

community. The first guidelines are for group homes in any community, 

follm"red by specific guidelines for IIdlsorganized" cow.Dlunit.ies and 

others for tlorganiZt'!lCi ll . communities. 

Guidelines for grOUT) homes .. in" any . .oo.m)'llw)J;t.~ .. 

- Know clearly what your group home plan and program will be 
before community leaders are approached. 

study the community before entering it. (See above character
istics of communities which gave greatest resistance - Jones, 
1974) Has the community recently organized to resist any other 
"controversial ll projeci?_a If so, be'rlar • 

- Prior to meeting with members of the community, choose a name 
--or acronym -- which will be acceptable to the con~unit1. 
(One group home project which failed called itself BURNt) 

- It is best to have at least one member of the planning committee 
-- preferably a highly visible member -- a resident of the 
community into \..rhich the- group home seeks to be esta.blished. 

- Do not assume that an established organization, respected in 
the community, will have an easier time selling the idea than 
a newly formed organization. However, an established and 
respected organization may lend IlroputationU to the project, 
and help to a-void the threat that t,he neighbors might fe~ 
it is a IIfly-by-night" project. 
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Begin building support with community leaders, town fathers, 
a local judge, the attorneys \oIho deal \Olith juvenile cases, 
leaders of organizations, etc. GIllY after support has been 
developed here should the plan be taken to the neighborhood 
in which the project will hopefully be located. 

- Find property which is suitable for the group home. If it is 
unsui table in any physical \oIay the neighbors can use that as 
ammunition against the project. Find a building with adequate 
space for bedrooms, bath, kitchen, etc., and which will meet, 
with the least repair necessary, fire, health and building 
requirements. Determine \oIhat the zoni.'I1g laHs require, and 
whether the home can enter the community without a change in 
those laws. 

A "buffer zonel! will reduce community resistance. That is, 
the ideal group home should adjoin a vacant lot, a school play
ground, a parking lot, etc., as this \oIill reduce the number of 
immediate neighbors who may not want the group home adjoining 
their.property. 

The proposed houseparents will be l~inspected II by the community. 
They should give the appearance of being able to handle children. 
The community will resist houseparents who seem too young, or 
give the appearance of being irresponsible or careless. If the 
houseparents are known to the community, live in the community, 
and are respected members of the community, the chances of gaining 
community support are greatly increased. 

- Although a religious organization may be a good sponsor, there 
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may be problems if it intends to guide the home along "sectarianlt 

lines unless the community is largely of the same faith (i.e. a 
Roman Catholic church in a Roman Catholic neighborhood would not 
experience neighborhood resistance if it atteiilpted to "in1octrinate" 
its clients; in a heterogeneous neighborhood it might face 
resistance) ,. 

Avoid conflict wherever possible, and attempt to avoid making 
the group home issue a battleground in the community. 

Where conflict is unavoidable, avoid absolutely a moralistic or 
quasi-religious attitude which throws the opposition into the 
Itunchristianll or "immoral ll camp. Do not argue that the group 
home is lithe Christian thing to do,t1 implying that opPOSition 
is opposing lithe Christian thing. 1I 

Where conflict cannot be a,roided, it ShOllld be faced at the 
level of ureal issues. 1t The issues are probably related to 
propertY7 fear of crime, fear of disorder and unstability in 
the neighborhood. Do not allow battles to be fought over false 
issues. 

- Do not make false promises or false assurances~ 



No mass meetings. Use a one-to-one approach. 

- The first few months of operation of a group home will establish 
a "track record. 1I If, during that time, community fears can be 
alleviated, the group home may survive. If, hmvever, in those 
first few months, house parents are not able to give adequate 
guidance, if the property is not kept up, etc., the community 
may well force the home to move. 

- If possible, design the group home to serve youths from the 
community in which it is to be located, and perhaps preferably 
even in the immediate neighborhood (in an U!ban setting). 

Develop adequate channels of communication between the group 
home and the community. Include persons on the advisory board 
who will be able to represent thG attitudes of the community, 
and make this pfJrson krl?wn 'to "!:.he community as their representa
tive to the group homo. ..11101>1 for community input into policies 
of the group home. And make it clear how complaints can be heard 
and dealt ifith. 

- Involve community members in volunteer work on the property, 
painting, cleaning up the yard, etc. Their involvement will 
help them to identify with the home. 

Strategy for entering a disorganized· n~izhborhood. The Rhode 

Island study found that those cOliIiiiurdties which put up the lea.st resis-

tance are characterized by a low percentage of married persons, a low 

percentage of home owners, a low percentage of persons who have lived in 

the neighborhood more than five years, a low percentage of persons who 

feel that they have any input into the decisions which effect their 

neighborhood, a low percentage of persons who feel a sense of pride in 

their neighborhood, and a high percentage of persons over 65 or under 18. 

Such neighborhoods are unlikely to put up great resistance, and here it 

is possible to use a "low profile ll approach, planning the group home with 

appropriate community leaders or city officials but not announcing the 

group home to the neighborhood until it is alroady !lin. It Coates writes: 



The low profile approach is most appropriate for the 
mobile, pluralistic community. 

It might be argued, however, that the other approaches discussed 

below are also appropriate for such communities, since the co~~unity 

will probably be unable to stop the group home from entering by any 

rational method. 

There are other important issues related to en~ry into such a 

neighborhood. The group home director is faced with a dilemma. On 

the one hand, a IIcommunity-based" operation ought, I believe, to be 

located in the same community from which the clients are drawn, wherever 

possible. Otherwise the youth cannot be reintegrated into'his own 

community through the group home, and the term Itcommuuity-basedll loses 

much of its meaning~ Many group home residents will come from such 

cqmrnunities. 

On the other hand, a delinquent may not cause trouble because he 

is "alienated ll from his community, but because he is too \vell integrated 

into it, and because he has learned nan excess of definitionsl! which 

lead him to break the law, "definitions lt which he has learned through 

associations wit,h a peer group whose norms are contrary to the la," 

(Sutherland, 197 , ch. ). Here it is even questionable whether 

Itcommunity-based ll programs are appropriate. 

Again, the neighborhood characterized by heterogeneity, an excess 

of single persons who are highly transient may be n0t a lI community lt at 

all (affective, ascriptive, diffus€:l obligations, oriented toward tho 

I "' .J. • • ...." .. 9 \ .~ ... . . b :J !' • • co J.ec ... ~V~vy--ral~SOJ:lS, I J, ana agaJ.n "COUUllunniY- aseci' seems nOli liO 

be the appropriate term. Rere, perhaps, the ,gl'oup home mus'i:, be some-
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other than a community-based operation, and must be effective through 

its own internal program. Or, the role of the group home in such a 

non-community neighborhood might well be that of building community 

where there is none. (P~obably that over-defines the task of the group 

home.) 
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Strategy: for entering a IIres,i.Q.rurt,ial cwQ.IDl!!Unity: where the local 

~esidents are not partiq,ularly capable of organized opposition. bu!, 

~h~~the town and civil leaders are ulaying an active role in redirecting 

21' shaping the image of t,ne _qQ,mmunitytl (Coates, 1977, p. 88). Again we 

are in a problem neighborhood, where social change may be disrupting the 

lives of the residents. Nevertheless, this may be the sort of neighborhood 

from which the clients are drawn, and to which some iiill return. 

Here Coates recommends lithe significant few" approach, \-There the 

community leadera aJ."e included in the planning, but where there is no 

extensive effort to inform the neighbors of the proposed group home. 

p1roblems of integrating the youth into a disintegrating neighborhood are 

similar to those discussed above under "disorganized neighborhood::. It 

may not be difficult to locate the group home in such a neighborhood, and· 

civic leaders might support the plan with enthusiasm. Yet will the group 

home be Ilcommunity-based ll where community is lacking in the neighborhood~ 

Strategy for enter:i,ug a "community: that has the ability to orgap.ize 

itself in suu12.0rt of, or opposition to, issues" '(Coates, 1977, p. 88). 

Here Coates recommends a Itcombined approach, which stresses communica.tion 

both with significant leaders and the grassroots residents." Such 

communities are most IDcely to resist, and prevent, the establishment of 

a group home in their neighborhood. On the other hand, if this community 

is willing to support a group home, it is able to offer the greatest 

support, both fo~ entr,r and for continued maintenance of the home. And 



such a community may offer a greater sense of Itcommunit.yll thant.he other 

two types. Children from the neigb~orhood of such communities might best 

be reintegrated into the community, but again that is not very meaningful 

unless the children will return to this community after completion of 

group home life. It is probably not very useful to pull youths from 

disorganized communities into a group home in an organized middle-class 

neighborhood and attempt to integrate them into the social fabric of 

this environment. 

Well organized middle class communities may well protest, truthfully, 

that few children placed in group homes live in such a neighborhood, and 

that it is i!mppropriate to bring them into their community. Group home 

directors, probably middle class persons themselves, may resent the 

resistance from middle class communities, and may feel inclined to take 
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a moralistic stance against such resistance. The present research argues 

that such a stance is self defeating. A group home located in a neighbor

hood where it is not welcome can hardly argue that it is a "community

bassd ll op~ration. 

The Rhode Island study lists three types of approach, apprcpriate 

to different kindsoof communities: the IIsneak approach ll , similar to 

Coates 1I10 w profile ll ; ~Ghe 1I1imited publicityll: and the IIcommunity educa

tion ll approach. There is something pretty crafty with a sneak approach, 

although probably "low profile" is just an euphemism for "sneak ll • 

Although such approaches probably do work to get a group home into a 

neighborhood, I doubt such a group home can ever become a "community

based ll home. Both studies agree that this approach will not work in 



a. well organized community, and that the Itsneaktl will only backfire 

when neighbors do discover that something \o/'as put over on them. The 

cOllUnunity education plan, along with planning with a ~lignificant few, 

and begirming before entry but continuing throughout tihe life of the 

group home, will probably give the best results in an organized comm

unity in the long haul. 

Discussion. 

It seems to me that there emerge two very different sorts of 

group homes: those which are community-based and those which are not. 

It may be too much to claim that all group homes are community based 

agencies, and in fact while some group homes are able to rely heavily 

on real community support, others seem to struggle against the possi

bility that their neighbors will, or will attempt to, close them down • 

. Group homes have their own validity regardless of their relation 

to the community. Certainly a home ~tmosphere, kind and understanding 

house parents, and a small group setting is better for some children 

than an institution such 6S a reform school or a forestry camp. It 

may be necessary to place some group homes in neighborhoods where at 

best they are tolerat,ed or where, because of lack of organization, 

attempts to close the home are unsuccessful. But I think that suoh a 

home is less than ideal, and that where possible the group home should 

rely heavily on communi'GY resources, particularly including good neigh

bors, voluntary help from local residents on the block. 

A community based group home is preferable, I believe, to an 

isolated group home.. This suggests that the so called usneak approach:: 

is less than ideal, and that the group home is willing to live in h,o

lation from the community and its volunte.er resources when a "sneak" is 
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attempted. 

It is possible that group homes have a better chance of developing 

a community base in such states as ~lest Virginia, Wyoming$ Ne\o1 Hampshire 

and Georgia than in Ne\-l Jersey, Connecticut or Hassachusetts. 

Perhaps it is oruy an American myth that the sense of community has 

been lost in the urban areas of the Eastern Seaboard. The group home 

reports seem to support a bit of that myth, however, for it is the 

reports from those regions which Tonnies would have characterized as 

uGemeinsc haft n which tell of: the most enthusiastic support from the 

community in developing and maintaining a group home. Resistance, 

conflict, and lack of involvement seem to characterize the relationships 

of neighbors of the group homes located in areas of the country which 

Tonnies would have labeled "Gesellschaft.lI 
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APPENDIX A 

NEUTRALIZING COMMUNITY RESISTANCE TO GROUP HONES 1 

This is a summary of the study by Coates and Miller in which three 

group homes which successfully gained the support of their community are 

compared with three group homes vThich failed because they did not gain 

community support. The study, undertaken in Nassacb,usetts in the early 

1970s, analyzes the six group homes . on the following characteristics. 

Who established the group home? 

HOv! vIas the community selected? 

- What was the strategy for entering the community? 

~fuat sort of site was selected for the group home? 

How was the name of the program selected, and how was 
that name perceived by the commtUlity? 

How was the program content presented to the community? 

- }fuere did the clients and staff live? 

Was the group home perceived as serving the community? 

How was conflict resolved? 

- It did not seem to matter whether the organization which 
established the group '·fas a well established and respected 
organization or an organization newly formed for the' 
purpose of establishing a group home. . 

Successful group homes were established by organizations 
which made a greater effort to know the community prior to 
an attempted entry. 

- Generally speaking, neighborhoods characterized by lower 
class qualities, transient residents, and lack of community 
organization gave less resistance than did middle class and 
well organized communities. 

- Hhere sites selected Here too small or seamed inadequate, 
neighbors protested that the site '.ras inappropriate and wel"e 
able to use this as a p:lrt of their ammunitiou agai.n::!\' the 
homee Larger and more adequate sites -- particularly \.".her·e 
the youths participated in improving the property - were 
chosen by successful group home planners. 
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The selection of the name seemed important. The name or 
acronym seemed important to neighbors, and a neutral or 
positive name \<las more desireable than one which implied 
a neqative program. One unsuccessful organization was 
named -- an acronym -- BURNt 

Program presentation seemed to make a difference, and the 
successful group homes ,.rere more clear in their under,standing 
from the beginning - of \<lhat they were tryjLUg to do and how 
they 'Here going to do it. 
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Neighbors protested when staff persons lived in another 
neighborhood and drove across town to Hork in the group home. 
"Put the group home in your own neighborhood, II the:v' protested. 
It seems prefer?tle to have staff members li.ve in the home or 
at least in the neighborhood. Similarly wit,h the clients. 
Neighbors could not claim that tlproblems" welre irnported if 
the home served children from their oun neighborhood. 

The neighborhoods where the group homes werE, welcomed all 
felt that the group home would serve their own neighborhood~ 
Conversely, thoso which prevented a group home from moving 
in, or which f')rccd it to leave, did not feell that a group 
home would serve their neighborhood. 

The re~Qlut~oA-QI- cO~fli9~ distinguished successful from 
unsuccessful eroup homes" Two of the three l'Ill.ccesRft..t.l 
homes avoided creating issues, and one successful group 
home faced the issues head-on. The most dangerous approach 
to conflict was a "righ·Geoustl or "holier than thou lt approach-~ 
The report particularly discusses the important distinction . 
bet'vleen "real issues ll B.i"ld liul1real issues li which often Cai"fiOU 
flage underlying issues. One successful group home dealt 
directly \-lith IIreal issues" - property values and the influence 
of delinquent children on the neighborhood -- by brushing aside 
false issues where the lines of battle \-lere at first drawn. 
The discussion drew heavily on conflict theory developed by 
Dahrendorf, Coser and Simmel, and on community organization 
theory recommended by Alinsky. 

The essay recommended different types of strategy for differing 

types of communities. 

The "low profile" approach is most appropl"ieLte fo.!' the 
mobile, pluralistic community_ 



The t1significant few n approach may be adaptable in a 
residential community where the local residents ~re not 
partic~arly cap~ble of organized opposition, but where 
the tc~n and civi, loaders are playing an active role in 
redirecting or shaping the image of the communi"by. 

The combined approach, which stresses communication with 
both significant leaders and the grassroots residents, 
seems to be cne of the few strategies with potential for 
gaining access to a community that has the ability to 
organize itself in support of, or in opposition to, issues. 

1Robert B. Coates and Alden D. lJ.iller. 1977. Neutralizing Commllnity 
Resistance to Group Homes. In L~ Ohlin, A. }liller and R. Coates, 
Juvenile Correctional Reform in ~~ssachusetts. Washington. National 
Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. LEA!. 
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, lWPENDIX B 

RECO~~NDATIONS FOR ESTft~LISHING A GRrny.p' HOME1 

Recommendations regarding the organizations representing group homes. 

1. Organizations with no prior contact with the community or neighbor
hood in which they are attempt:i.ng to establish a group home have, in 

, effect, a "clean slate, It and must be extremely careful in their 
approach to avoid unfavorable impressions from being formed. 

2Q Any established organization int~lrested in setting up a home should 
assess its reputation in the community/neighborhood for which the 
home is planned. Depending on this assessment, or&anizations should 
either stress or deemphasize the hornets affiliation with the organi
zation. 

3. A group home organization should be well organized and definite in 
its plans before any representatives talk with community/neighborhoocl 
members. 

4. A clear leader (or group of lea.ders) should be visible to the commun~lty 
and it should be emphasized that this person (group) is responsible 
for corr~cting a~v problema which might arise. 

Reconl.'!lsndaj;riQgs regardi,Dz--decisiq.n m~s and representatives of the grollW. 
bom~. (Note -that J"he study defined tt'lO t:,rpes of leaders: decision makol's 
and representatives, and that rules for one may not apply to the other.) . 

5. The home should not be represented by people who might be seen as 
outsiders in the neighborhood or tmm proposed for the home~ 

6. It is preferable to use persons from the neighborhood, or at least 
from the town, proposed for the home to help plan strategy for 
accep'tance of the project. 

7. No community/neighborhood contacts should be made by individuals who 
cannot empathize with the concerus of the residents, or those who, 
for any other reason, make poor i:'lalesmen. 

8. It is advisable not to have the home represented by very young 
people, especially those who may look Uanti-establisbment.l1 

9. Representatives who are presented to the community/neighborhood as 
the eventual house parents or caretakers must appear capable of 
oontrolling children. 

RecoJllI:1endations regardi~~ the choice of ~ites for the group home. 

10. A site should be chosen, for optimum chance of locating a group home, 
in a neighborhood in which there is a prevalence of individuals who a~e, 
a single 
b rent their house 
c new residence to area 
d have few children 
e do not own autos 



• 

r lack pride in their community 
g teel a sense of inefficacy or noninvolvement 
h teenagers or over 65 years of age 
i do not feel that the community is peaceful and orderly 
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j feel that a group home would not be a menace to their neighborhood 

11 • It is advisable that a site be selected which is not surrounded by 
private residences; the larger the IIb1,!ffer zone" around the site, 
the less likely are residents to resist the establishment of the 
group home. 

!!ecs;munendations regarding the selection of the aJ2m:'oach in dealing ",ith 
neighborhood and comnmnity membe~. 

12. Group home representatives must quickly inform leaders and residents 
once a site is selected. Community leaders such as officials, police, 
social service personnel, and influential local leaders should always 
be contacte~ first, prior to any discussion with neighbors. 

13. Representatives must bo honest about the type of youths to be served 
by the home. They should stress that clients will be selected 
because of their readiness for the program as well as for the 
advantages the program has over other alternativeSe 

14. If it doe!.not -conflict i-lith the goals of the group home; a board 
with respected local resident may be established to aid in the 
selection of the home '.s residents. Other\vise representatives may 
wish Dublicly to self impose limits on the type of children they 
will take. 

15. In some circumstances it may be advantageous for group home organi
zers to agree to a trial period for the home, after \·:hich. local 
residents would have the option to vote out the home if they found 
it objectionable for any reason. 

16. By granting prefel"enc:e to local youths in the selee'bien process, the 
group home may be able to mitigate or avoid opposition. It is 
advised that this is done wherever possible. 

17. MaS3 meetings should not be held to explain the group home; support 
should be sought on an individual basis. 

18~ Residents should be encouraged to bring any grievances to an 
appropriate representative of the home e 

19. Representatives of the group home must be prepared to answer 
questions and objectionso 

20. Roprosontntivcs must be conaistent in what they tell neighbors and 
community members. 



21. Religious or moralistic arguments should never be used to answer 
group home opponents. 
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22" Emotionally charged labels, such as IIhali'-way house,1l upre-delinquent 
youths," etc o should nevel: be used to df.~cribe the group home or its 
residents. 

23. Ii' possible the home should be prepared to pay property taxes or 
school tuition to avoid resentment by members of the community 
where these objections arise. 

24 .. Ways in which the group home 'Hill benefit the,community/neighborhood 
should ba strongly emphasized. 

25. The best approach to use in dealing with local residents depends upon 
the type of neighborhood in Hhich the home is to be established and 
whether a zoning change is necessary. 

a. In areas with high transience, low property values, low income, 
and low education achievement, where co~~ication li~~s are 
weak and thare is little concern for the future quality of 
the neighborhood (areas lo,hich have been referred to as Jllower 
class ll ), a sn.eak a'Oproach is recommended if no zoning change is 
necessary" 

b. In similar areas, if a zoning change is required, a ~imi~ 
pubJ~ci1t approach contacting only the legal abuttors (those 
who O\-!n property near the site) for zoning advised. 

c. In areas with low transience, high property values, high incomes 
and high educational levels, where communication li~~s are 
strong or potentially strong and residents are greatly concerned 
with the future quality of their neighborhood (areas which have 
been referred to as middle to upper class neighborhoods), or in 
highly ethnic areas, a limited publicity approac~ is recommended 
regardless of whether a zoning change is needed. The number of 
people who should be contacted by a group home representative 
increases as the strength of commun.ication links and concern for 
the neighborhood increases. It should be carefully considered that 
"middle and upper class ll neighborhoods are more likely to resist 
the establishment of a group home in their areas. 

1Jones; M. L., M .. Feragne, G Karpinski et ale 1974. Neighbo!'hood 
Resistance to Group Home Establishment in Rhode Island. A student
originated studies project. Brown University. Sponsored by IL.SsF .. 
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CONNUNITY SUPPORT FDR GROUP HOMES IN N1iRYLAND. 

One of' the very finest evaluation papera \Vl:itten in 1977 was prepared for 

the Department of Juvenile Services of the State of Maryland. The report 

was prepared by International Training, Research and Evaluation Council, of 

Fairfax, Virginia, under the direction of Dr. Knowlton Johnson. International 

Training developed a community survey in order to "determine the extent of 

support for group home s held by members of' the surround ing comnn.mi t;r 0 " 

Research focused upon thrse specific issues, for ea~~ ~g ~hicb data were 

gathered: 

~ the attitudes of community residents toward the concept 
of community-based treatment; 

- the actual behavior of community residents as related to 
specii"ic group homes; and, 

cha:cacteris"",ics of the group homes in rela.tion to tha 
communities of which they are a part. 

Data were gathered by use of a questioIDlaire instrument developed 

for the communit;r survey. Among the types of information collected were: 

- the community I s familiarity wHh group home prog'r<;JJl 
operations; 

the visibilit;r of the home in 'lihe commu.nity; and, 

- the amount of contact community members have had with 
gl'oup home staff and residents" 

Eleven communities were selected for study, eight of which had existing 

group homes operating at the time of the survey, and three of which had re

cently had a group home terminatedo 188 persons were surveyed. The 

results were as follows: 

- 67 respondents, or 36%, were unaware of the existence of 
n group horne in their neighborhood. 

- A majority of tho1::i€l SU.1.~v8yeu ::JupjJorted the groLJ.p hOiue 
concept and saw it as a. valua.ble tool in cOlubating juvenile 
d.~linqu€ln(:;y • In. every' case, the lUaj ori ty of thuse \-1110 did 
not feel this way lived in neighborhoods where group homes 
had been closed. 



The majority of the responden-ts felt that it is ve'ry 
important to inform neighbors of intentions to establish 
such homes, although this had not been done in the cases 
of most of the respondents. 

Taken as a whole, involvement of community residents with 
the group home programs "tlas found to be minimal. A major
ity were never given an opportunity to ask questions about 
the home and never participated in a facility-sponsored 
event. )~ong neighbors of terminated homes, this lack of 
involvement was even more pronounced. 

Community contributions of money, time, etc. to the homes 
has been slight in general and nonexistent from neighbors 
of terminated homes (i.e. during the period in which the 
homes were in operation) 0 

Contact uith individual residents of the homes has been 
extremely limited, both in terms of the respondents 
themselves and their childreno 
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-Survey respondents were most concerned about crime, noise 
and disorderly conduct. Of 'Lhosa l-'espondel:l'~s that indicated 
concern in these areas, 26, 24 and 41 percent, respect.ively, 
attributed these concerns to the presence of a group home~ 

The majority of community members have neither spoken favor
ably about group homes nor complained about these facilities 
to their friends. (l-19..ryland, 197'7, 38-41) 

..... 
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